How to Correctly Complete the KOMBS
KOMBS stands for Key Terms, Outline, Main Ideas, Big Idea and Section Assessment. Each letter
of KOMBS is connected to a specific part of the assignment. This guide will walk you through the
process of correctly completing your KOMBS. It uses Chapter 2.1 of the World History textbook,
but this format applies to the US History textbook as well.

KEY TERMS
There are multiple ways to track down the key terms for
the chapter. You can see them listed in the “Key Terms
and People” part of the blue colored area titled “What
You Will Learn” that always appears on the side of the
first page of a new section. Within the text, people will
show up in bold, while key terms will be bolded and
highlighted.

Example of how to spot an important
person from the section.

Example of how to spot a key term
from the section.

For the Key Terms part of your KOMBS, you will need to define all the Key Terms and People
found in the section. For the bolded and highlighted Key Terms, you will need to copy the
highlighted definition to your assignment, or you can look up the term in the glossary and use the
definition found there. For the important people found in the section, you might notice that there
isn't a highlighted definition to copy down, instead you should use one of two strategies. The first
is to read over the paragraph(s) that may contain information about the important person and craft
your own 2-3 sentence definition. The second strategy is to use the Biographical Dictionary found
at the end of the textbook and use the information listed there.
A correctly completed KEY TERMS section of the KOMBS for Chapter 2.1 would look like this:
Key Terms
Augustus - first Roman Emperor, many future emperors followed his model.
Citizens - the people who could participate in the government.
Aqueducts - human-made channels that carried water from distant mountain ranges into Rome
or other cities.
Using colors or highlights is not required, but some students choose to do so because they like to
match it to the format found in the textbook, or they simply like to add some color and creativity to
their assignment. Whatever format you choose to use (whether you are completing the assignment
physically or digitally), remember to keep it consistent. Do not change the format you are using,
especially within the same KOMBS assignment (such as using bold and highlights for the first two
key terms, then deciding the next one should be italicized and in a different font - it doesn’t look
professional, and that’s one of our goals here, to make a professional looking product).
CLICK HERE FOR A KOMBS TEMPLATE TO KEEP YOUR KOMBS LOOKING NEAT!

OUTLINE
The outline portion of the KOMBS is very straightforward. You will be copying down the main titles
and subtitles found in the chapter, using the outline format described below:

The first main section of Chapter 2.1 is called “Building the Empire.” You can tell which headings
are the main titles because they are written in BOLD BLUE type. For the outline, we use Roman
Numerals (wow look how well this works out - Roman history and we’re talking about Roman
Numerals!) for the main titles and capitalized letters for the sub-headings.

Since there are two subheadings in this part (which will always be written in BOLD RED type), our outline
would look like this next:

I.

Building the Empire
A. Rome’s Emperors
B. Laws and Citizenship

The final version of the outline, using the same process for the remaining parts of Chapter 2.1
would look like this (remeber, you can decide to use the same colors or not, just be consistent):
Outline
I.
Building the Empire
A. Rome’s Emperor’s
B. Laws and Citizenship
II.
Roman Advancements
A. Engineering
B. Architecture
C. Art
D. Philosophy
III.
Christianity Spreads

MAIN IDEAS
Similar to the Key Terms, you can find the Main Ideas in the “What You Will Learn…” part of the
chapter, which always appears on the side of the first page of a new section. Copy these main
ideas to your KOMBS to complete the Main Idea part of the assignment.
So the completed Main Ideas part of your KOMBS
would simply look like this:
Main Idea
1. Leadership and laws helped the Romans
in building the empire.
2. Roman advancements in engineering,
architecture, art and philosophy helped
shape later civilizations.
3. Christianity spread quickly throughout the
Roman world.

BIG IDEA
This follows the same format as the “Main Ideas” - find the “Big Idea” in the “What You Will Learn…” part of
the chapter and copy it to your KOMBS. Copy this section to you KOMBS assignment.
So the completed Main Ideas part of your KOMBS would
simply look like this:
Big Idea
The Romans made great advancements in many
fields that helped keep their empire strong.

The Main Ideas and Big Idea, when combined, serve as an excellent summary of the information in the
section and why is matters for the study of history. It serves to answer the “so what” question of why we are
studying a certain time, place or culture. The main ideas and big ideas will usually point to the LEGACY
that a society or person left on history, which is exactly why we need to see how it happened and what
impact it had.

SECTION ASSESSMENT
The Section Assessment part of your KOMBS is
the most important piece of this assignment. Here
is where you do more than copy down information
- you will be answer questions that increase in
difficulty and in how much detail you should
include. For some students, this can be
intimidating. Follow the guidelines contained here
and you will be working your way through
excellent section assessment answers in no time.
First, there are some “rules” to follow when
completing the section assessment part of the
KOMBS. Remember that these review questions
are always found at the end of the section (see the
example to the left from Chapter 2.1). The
number of questions can vary from chapter to
chapter, however, you will never be asked to
complete the “Focus on…” question that is
always listed last in the section assessment
box and is obvious to spot due to the green title
(see the example to the left, with the crossed out
section).
Next, you are allowed to skip the question if it only asks for a definition. Be careful here, just
because the question contains a key term or important person (such as question 1a and 1b seen
to the left), it might be asking for more than just the definition. Don’t think you can just skip the
question because you see a bolded word or phrase.
The final set of rules all have to do with creating a quality response. This is where you show off
your understanding of the section and your quality writing skills. All responses will start with a
statement (begin by rewording the question into your statement). Then you will need to
provide at least one quote (evidence) that supports your statement and explain what the
connection is between the statement and your evidence (why does it matter?). This is
incredibly important. It helps develop the ability to craft what we call “evidence-based writing” in
which the author clearly demonstrates their knowledge by backing up their ideas with evidence (in
other words, they include “proof”). This skill will be critical when we craft paragraph/essay length
assignments and it is a skill that is tested on the ELA state assessments that are given in May. By
always making sure your Section Assessment answers are top quality, you are in fact already
writing at the level required for analytical historical responses or essays (more on that later in the
course). Just like an athlete practices for a game, we will practice quality writing so we are
prepared for the challenges ahead.

So let’s actually see these rules
in practice. The first Section
Assessment question from
Chapter 2.1 asks:
First thing we check is if the question is asking for a definition only (because we would skip it
if that was the case). Even though this question contains a key term (“citizens”) it is not asking for
the definition of that world. If we decided to use just the definition of the word “citizens” found in
Chapter 2.1 we would not be correctly answering this question.
To illustrate this point, let’s look at the defintion
of “citizens.” If we are following the rules for
answering section assessment questions, we
would need to reword the question into our
response, then provide evidence in the form of a
quote from the text. So our response would end up looking something like this:
The rights and duties of a Roman citizen were “the people who could participate in the
government” (p. 25).
That response fails to answer the question and it isn’t even grammatically correct. It is not high
quality writing and it will not help a student write paragraph or essay length responses that call for
critical thinking and clear, evidence-based writing. Furthermore - there is no explanation
connecting the statement to the evidence.
So let’s write a quality response, which actually follows the rules of grammar and uses better
evidence to support the answer. If we read the paragraph after the one which contained the
definition of “citizen” we would be given the answer to this question:
So we found the information we need for our
answer, but we have to make sure we are crafting
high quality responses. We must reword the
question into our answer and include evidence from
the textbook. We can’t just copy and paste the whole
paragraph seen to the left and we cannot write a
response that is so vague that is doesn’t answer the question. Let’s start with the rewording of the
question “The rights and duties of Roman citizens included…” and add in the evidence from the
text, which mentions that citizens could “vote and hold office” as well as paying taxes and “serving
in the army.” Putting that all together would would have a response like:
The rights and duties of Roman citizens included the ability to “vote and hold office” as well
as paying taxes and to “serve in the army when needed” (p. 26). These important abilities
allowed the Roman society to build an efficient government and powerful military.

The answer above is grammatically correct, includes multiple details about Roman citizenship,
includes evidence in the form of quoted phrases directly from the textbook (the evidence) and
explains why those rights were important to Roman society. Some questions will require more
detail than others, it all depends on the question being asked. The trick is to answer it with
enough detail to show your understanding, without going overboard and writing a paragraph or
more for each section assessment response. MAKE SURE TO AVOID VAGUE RESPONSES.
DO NOT USE PRONOUNS SUCH AS HE, SHE, THEM, THEY, ETC. UNLESS YOU HAVE
ALREADY MADE IT CLEAR WHAT THE PRONOUN MEANS.
An example of a low quality, vague section assessment response to the question above would be
something like “They had to do things for their society.” This response does not explain who
“they/their” is, what “things” are or even what society it is talking about. Do not write responses like
that.
Now, you might have noticed something specific about the way in which we show our evidence.
Whenever we copy words, phrases or sentences IDENTICALLY from the textbook to our
responses, we must show where it is originally from. Copying from a source (textbook, website,
friend, etc.) and trying to pass it off as our own idea is PLAGIARISM. Plagiarism is not
tolerated. You will receive no credit for anything that is plagiarized. High Schools often
suspend for plagiarism, colleges kick students out for plagiarism and people are sued when
it happens in the business world. DON’T PLAGIARIZE.
We avoid plagiarism by using quotes (“____”) and citing the page number where the evidence was
found. Using the response we crafted above, the phrases “hold public offices or vote” and
“serving in the army when needed” w
 ere copied directly from the textbook, so they were put
inside quotes and the response ends with a cited page number (p. 26).
CLICK HERE FOR A MORE DETAILED GUIDE ON HOW TO QUOTE AND CITE EVIDENCE IN
YOUR WRITING!
Here’s an example of correctly completed responses for Section Assessment questions #1a-2a:
Section Assessment
1a. The rights and duties of Roman citizens included the ability to “hold public offices or vote” as
well as paying taxes and “serving in the army when needed” (p. 25-26). These important abilities
allowed the Roman society to build an efficient government and powerful military.
1b. Augustus influenced later Roman government by setting “many of the powers that later
emperors would have” (p. 25). Later emperors would have the ability to declare war, raise taxes
and “influence meetings of the Senate” (p. 25). Instead of a Republic, Augustus’ actions lead to
the rise of the Roman Empire, controlled by powerful Emperors instead of a group of citizens.
2a. The most influential group of Roman philosophers were called Stoics. These thinkers
wanted people to “focus on living a virtuous life” (p. 28). They taught Romans to care less about
being wealthy and more about how they could their fellow Roman.

Notice how each of the responses above re-words the question into the answer and uses multiple
pieces of evidence (which is correctly quoted and cited).
Now we come to question 2b, which is
a bit different from a typical section
assessment response. This question
asks:
Wait, it wants to know your opinion? But how should we answer that? Can I just write “I think the
Romans greatest engineering accomplishment was their aqueducts” ? NO YOU CANNOT. It’s a
good start to the answer, but you forgot to backup your answer with evidence. The
aqueduct system was incredibly impressive - is there a way to grab some evidence from the
textbook to support your opinion, and maybe provide some more reasoning - of course there is!
Here’s the part where the textbook discusses aqueducts it was even a key term! Take the response from above,
add in some evidence from the book and a dash of
explaining and you have a recipe for a complete
response, such as:
I think the Romans greatest engineering accomplishment
was their aqueducts, “human-made channels that carried
water from distant mountain ranges into Rome and other
cities” (p. 26). This brought fresh drinking water to places
that needed it the most,, allowing Roman populations to grow.

The “what’s your opinion” section assessment questions are good practice for writing analytical
history responses, meaning you analyze (research, think, compare, judge) a topic and then
describe how you came to that conclusion. In the response above, the author makes a claim
(aqueducts were the greatest engineering accomplishment), provides evidence (using the
definition to describe the aqueducts and their impressive construction) then gives further
explanation as to WHY that accomplishment had such an important impact (freshwater = healthy
population).
Now back to the questions, #3a and #3b
asks:
These we can answer like we did before the opinion question, so here are some examples of
complete responses:
3a. The conversion to Christianity by a Roman emperor in the 300s, along with later supportive
emperors led Christianity to become “the official religion of the empire” (p. 28). Christianity
quickly became a major world religion as it spread across the Roman Empire.
3b. Church leaders spread Christianity because they became “major figures in Roman society.”
The influence of these church leaders, including the Pope, “helped unify Rome as a single

Christian society” (p. 28). This made the Christian religion incredible important in the lives of
Roman citizens.
Almost done! Time for the last question, which usually takes the form of a “Critical Thinking”
question that asks you to create a graphic organizer (such as the one below):

First thing - we need to set up our response to look similar. Whether you are completing this
assignment physically or digitally, it needs to look like the graphic organizer they provided you with.
You can’t use the excuse “I didn’t know how to make this on Google Docs” (then you should be
completing your KOMBS physically). To make this digitally, we can go up to “Insert” at the Google
Docs toolbar, then select “Table.” The table above is a 5x2 table, meaning 5 columns across, 2
rows down. Once you insert the 5x2 table, label the top row to match the titles in the example,
then fill in the blank boxes underneath by following the directions, which state “In each column list
one contribution the ancient Romans made.”
Law

Engineering

Architecture

Art

Philosophy

Guess what - on these graphic organizers, your responses can be in the form of bulleted
notes - you do not need to have complete sentences or quoted, cited evidence.  You should
include as much information as you can possibly find from the section.
Law

Engineering

Architecture

● Written laws
● Durable roads ● Large
that the public
that lasted for
stadiums
can see
centuries
● Influenced
● Citizens hold
● Fresh water
future
public office,
aqueduct
architects
vote, pay taxes
network
and serve in
military

Art
● Excelled at
making
life-like,
realistic
portraits

Philosophy
● Focused on
how their
ideas could
improve
people's lives
● Stoics taught
people how
they should
behave and
be happy

Wow we did it! Let’s see how the whole Section Assessment part should look when fully
finished:
Section Assessment
1a. The rights and duties of Roman citizens included the ability to “hold public offices or vote” as well as
paying taxes and “serving in the army when needed” (p. 25-26). These important abilities allowed the
Roman society to build an efficient government and powerful military.
1b. Augustus influenced later Roman government by setting “many of the powers that later emperors
would have” (p. 25). Later emperors would have the ability to declare war, raise taxes and “influence
meetings of the Senate” (p. 25). Instead of a Republic, Augustus’ actions lead to the rise of the Roman
Empire, controlled by powerful Emperors instead of a group of citizens.
2a. The most influential group of Roman philosophers were called Stoics. These thinkers wanted people
to “focus on living a virtuous life” (p. 28). They taught Romans to care less about being wealthy and more
about how they could their fellow Roman.
2b. I think the Romans greatest engineering accomplishment was their aqueducts, “human-made
channels that carried water from distant mountain ranges into Rome and other cities” (p. 26). This
brought fresh drinking water to places that needed it the most, allowing Roman populations to grow.
3a. The conversion to Christianity by a Roman emperor in the 300s, along with later supportive emperors
led Christianity to become “the official religion of the empire” (p. 28). Christianity quickly became a major
world religion as it spread across the Roman Empire.
3b. Church leaders spread Christianity because they became “major figures in Roman society.” The
influence of these church leaders, including the Pope, “helped unify Rome as a single Christian society”
(p. 28). This made the Christian religion incredible important in the lives of ROman citizens.
4.
Law
●

●

Written laws
that the public
can see
Citizens hold
public office,
vote, pay taxes
and serve in
military

Engineering
●

●

Durable roads
that lasted for
centuries
Fresh water
aqueduct
network

Architecture
●
●

Large stadiums
Influenced
future
architects

Art
●

Excelled at
making life-like,
realistic
portraits

Philosophy
●

●

Focused on
how their ideas
could improve
people's lives
Stoics taught
people how
they should
behave and be
happy

CLICK HERE FOR A FULL EXAMPLE OF THE CH 2.1 KOMBS
(it uses the KOMBS template found on Mr. C’s website)

